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ABSTRACT In this paper we present the Heterogeneous Radio Mobile Simulator in Python (HermesPy),
an open-source evaluator for studies on the physical layer of 6-th generation (6G) wireless systems.
The software framework combines a link-level simulator, featuring a comprehensive set of models and
algorithms, with hardware in the loop verification using software-defined radios. Among other features,
it supports the evaluation of multi-node joint communications and sensing scenarios, which are likely to be
one of the key features in 6G. We benchmark the framework’s feature set against existing simulators and
introduce its architectural concept. Finally, extensive simulation results demonstrating core functionalities
are presented and discussed.

INDEX TERMS 6G, joint communications and sensing, link-level simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION
While the current 5-th generation (5G) of wireless net-
works are being massively deployed throughout the world,
researchers are already investigating novel methods to
improve the network performance and extend the existing
feature set, both for 5G-Advanced and upcoming 6G net-
works. Although a consensus on the details of 6G has yet
to be reached, it will certainly introduce a straightforward
evolution of 5G, providing higher data rates, lower latencies
and increased capacity, but may also introduce several com-
pletely new features. Specifically in the physical layer (PHY)
researchers currently consider: (i) the usage of sub-THz
waves [1]; (ii) the application of machine learning (ML) tech-
niques [2], replacing algorithmic approaches for several PHY
functions; (iii) the enhancement of propagation channels by
means of reflective intelligent surface (RIS) [3] and (iv)
integrated sensing and communications (ISAC), introducing
radar as a service (RaaS) in wireless networks [4], [5].

These emerging techniques must be thoroughly investi-
gated and discussed before their adoption into upcoming
standards. As an integral part of their investigation, predicting
and verifying the performance of proposed algorithms for
wireless systems is one of the most common challenges
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encountered in signal-processing research for both commu-
nication and sensing applications. However, the theoreti-
cal derivation of performance indicators for complex, non-
linear systems usually proves to be challenging. On the other
hand, the experimental approach of realizing multiple hard-
ware iterations and performing the respective measurement
campaigns for benchmark data collection is expensive and
time-consuming. Both theoretical and experimental evalu-
ation strategies are therefore typically infeasible in early
stages of development. Instead, researchers routinely resort
to numerical simulations based on precise models of the
wireless system behaviours on the PHY, referred to as link-
level simulations.

With the expected emergence of novel PHY features in
6G software tools providing environments to perform the
respective link-level simulations are required as well.We pro-
pose HermesPy, the Heterogeneous RadioMobile Simulator
in Python, for the investigation of algorithms within cur-
rent and next-generation wireless systems, from now on
referred to as Hermes. Hermes is a software framework
implemented primarily in Python [6] and distributed under
the Affero General Public License [7] as a package [8] listed
in the Python package index [9]. Hermes aims to bridge
the existing gap between physical layer simulations of sens-
ing and communication applications by providing a flexible
and easily extensible software architecture adaptable to any
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link-level wireless scenario. It may be configured to control
software-defined radio (SDR) devices, allowing researchers
to conduct measurement campaigns of novel algorithms in
real-life multi-node multiple input multiple output (MIMO)
scenarios with minimal implementation overhead. We firmly
believe that open-source research software is essential to
make research results reproducible and verifiable. Therefore,
Hermes’ source code is publicly accessible as a GitHub
repository [10], with the project being explicitly open to any
contribution. Hermes is available free of charge for appli-
cation and extension to both the scientific community and
commercial users.

The paper is structured the following way: In Section II
Hermes’ feature set will be benchmarked against other avail-
able link-level simulation tools, highlighting Hermes’ unique
contribution to the state of the art. Hermes’ architecture and
system model will be described in Section III, and, since
it supports both communications and sensing, the operation
for both services will be described in Section V and in
Section VI, respectively. Simulation results obtained with the
simulator will be shown and discussed in section VII. Finally,
section VIII describes Hermes hardware in the loop (HiL)
verification architecture and provides a minimal code exam-
ple demonstrating the workflow using Hermes’ application
programming interface (API).

II. STATE OF THE ART
A. EXISTING SIMULATION TOOLS
In recent years, a diverse landscape of tools for link-level
physical layer simulations of communication systems has
emerged [11]. Focusing on various aspects of the communica-
tions signal-processing chain, each tool has unique strengths
and weaknesses, resulting from both software architecture
choices and the selection of implemented communication
algorithms and models.

The Communications Toolbox [12] and 5G Toolbox [13]
are part of the software suite by Mathworks and controlled
by the MATLAB script language. They offer third gener-
ation partnership project (3GPP) standard-compliant wave-
forms and channel models as well as link- and system-level
simulation routines. Both MATLAB and the aforementioned
toolboxes are commercially licensed closed-source products.
While the MATLAB suite is, in terms of modeling features
for link-level simulation, the most complete among the com-
pared tools, it is in and of itself not a simulator. The task
of implementing a viable simulation pipeline is left to the
user, resulting in high flexibility while at the same time
demanding significant additional effort when building more
intricate simulations.

The GTEC 5G simulator [14] combines testbed universal
software radio peripheral (USRP) integration with link-level
simulation functionalities. Implemented in C++ and MAT-
LAB, it enables the transmission of orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM) and filterbank multicarrier
modulation (FBMC) waveforms over a singluar 2×2 MIMO

antenna link using real hardware in addition to link-level
simulations with several 3GPP standard-compliant channel
models. Each simulation sweep over a specific parameter
must be implemented manually, extended simulation features
such as multidimensional parameter sweeping, stopping cri-
teria and workload distribution are not available.

The Vienna 5G link-level simulator [15] is part of the
5G simulation suite developed by technical university of
Vienna. It is implemented in MATLAB and released under
an academic license. It provides a simulation framework
for multi-node investigations of OFDM waveforms, channel
codings and equalization schemes as well as channel and
antenna characteristics models. The simulator is configurable
to sweep over a wide range of parameters, the computational
load may be distributed via the Matlab Parallel Computing
Toolbox [16], but natively supports neither multidimensional
parameter sweeps nor premature stopping.

Note that both the GTEC and the Vienna simulators require
an additional acquisition of MATLAB licenses, regardless of
their own licensing models.

The third version of Network Simulator [17] (ns-3) is
a community-developed C++ library for the event-based
simulation of multi-node computer network communica-
tion, considering the link- data-link and network layer with
extensions for wireless link-level simulations [18], [19].
Distributed as a Git repository under a public license, it
features a wide range of channel propagation models includ-
ing antenna characteristics modeling but has limited con-
figuration options regarding channel coding, equalization
and radio-frequency chain modeling, since it focuses on
network-level simulations, relying mostly on a simplified
PHY model. The simulator itself only sweeps over the time
domain, users are required to implement custom callbacks to
vary simulation parameters or implement a multidimensional
sweep. Theworkloadmay be distributed by ns-3’s interface to
OpenMPI [20].

The Simulator for Mobile Networks [21] (SiMoNe) is a
link-level simulator specialising in carrier frequencies up to
THz bands. Implemented in C# and not publicly available,
it features Rayleigh, Rician and raytracing-based channel
modeling as well as channel codes and single carrier wave-
forms for THz communications. Among the reviewed sim-
ulators, it is the only one to consider oscillator phase noise
(PN). Users may investigate a single communication link by
sweeping over a choice of several parameters, multidimen-
sional sweeping, premature stopping or workload distribution
are, to the best of our knowledge, not supported.

A Fast Forward Error Correction Toolbox (AFF3CT) is a
set of channel coding evaluation tools implemented in C++
and distributed under the MIT public license [24]. It provides
fast implementations of state-of-the-art error-correction algo-
rithms and a complementing simulation helper to investigate
bit error rate (BER) and frame error rate (FER) performances
over a single input single output (SISO) additive white Gaus-
sian noise (AWGN) channel. It should be noted that both
SiMoNe and the proposed HermesPy simulator obtain parts
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TABLE 1. Simulation tools general comparison.

of their error correction abilities by wrapping the AFF3CT
project in C# and Python, respectively.

Sionna [22] is a Python library for link-level simulations
built around the Tensorflow [23] framework, published by
Nvidia under the Apache 2.0 license. It is explicitly geared
towards GPU-accelerated machine learning by implement-
ing the whole communication signal processing chain in
Tensorflow and provides 3GPP standard-compliant channel
codings and channel models, as well as basic MIMO sup-
port and OFDM communication waveforms. While Sionna’s
programming interface is highly flexible and theoretically
supports the simulation of multi-node scenarios, the provided
pipelines only sweep over the receiver signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of a single link.

Formally, the reviewed tools differ in terms of their cho-
sen implementation languages and licensing models under
which they are being distributed. Their core functionalities
as link-level simulators can be characterized by whether
a configurable simulation pipeline is provided, over which
parameters this pipeline can be configured to sweep during
simulation runtime, if this parameter sweep can be multidi-
mensional, if a premature simulation stopping criterion can be
defined, how the simulation workload is distributed and how
many communication links may be considered within a single
simulation. Table 1 displays a structured overview of these
indicators, including a comparison to the proposed Hermes
simulator. In order to further distinguish Hermes’ novelty, the
table indicates the support for HiL evaluations.

When considering the detailed simulator features,
conducting a fair comparison between the existing simu-
lation tools is challenging, since each tool focuses on dif-
ferent aspects of signal processing and channel modeling
for communication links, providing unique features tailored
towards its respective specialisation. However, in order to
particularly highlight Hermes’ contribution, we chose to
characterize each tool by its respective natively supported
waveforms, forward error correction (FEC), data precod-
ing schemes, MIMO schemes, supported channel models,
hardware impairment models and key performance indica-
tors (KPIs). Table 2 displays a detailed feature compari-
son, checkmarks indicating feature support. The considered
communicationwaveforms areOFDM, frequency-modulated
continuous wave (FMCW), frequency shift keying (FSK),
and single carrier (SC) with any pulse shape. The considered
FEC operations are low-density parity-check (LDPC) [26],

Polar [27], [28], Turbo [29], recursive systematic convo-
lutional (RSC) [30], Reed-Solomon (RS) [31] and Bose-
Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) [32] codes, as well as bit
interleaving and scrambling. The considered spatial MIMO
codings are maximum ratio combining (MRC) [33], selection
combining (SCEC) [34], space-time block code (STBC)
and spatial multiplexing (SM). Additionally, we indicate
whether any form of beamforming (BF) was implemented.
The considered channel models are an ideal channel only
introducing AWGN at the receiver side, the 3GPP tapped
delay line (TDL) and cluster delay line (CDL) models and
the Quadriga channel model implemented in MATLAB.
Additionally, we indicate the support for any form of spatial
radar channel modeling. The considered hardware models
are antenna polarizations, mutual coupling between antenna
elements, transmit-receive isolation in multi-antenna arrays,
power amplifier (PA) and low-noise amplifier (LNA) non-
linearities, in-phase and quadrature-phase imbalance (I/Q),
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) quantization and phase
noise (PN) [35]. The considered key performance indicators
estimators are BER, FER, block error rate (BLER), data
rate throughput (DRX) and receiver operation characteristics
(ROC).

In summary, of the existing link-level simulation tools only
few are distributed under a public license, release their source
code and accept third-party contributions, which would be
desirable in platforms for cooperative research and develop-
ment, both in academia and industry. The reviewed tools usu-
ally offer only limited sweeping parameter options, sweeping
over multiple parameters is either completely unsupported or
has to be implemented by the user. None of the reviewed
publicly available tools currently support the evaluation of
sensing applications, such as providing implementations for
radar waveforms or spatial radar channels and the respective
KPI estimations. Apart from antenna polarization models,
as suggested in the 3GPP standards, hardware effects are
usually neglected during link-level simulations. However,
simulations modeling only propagation channels and antenna
polarizations will overestimate the performance of commu-
nication links, if the effects of radio frequency (RF) chain
impairments are not considered (see Figure 16), as these can
have a significant impact in the KPIs [36]. In addition, when
designing ISAC systems for 6G, isolation between transmit-
ting and receiving antennas is a crucial performance-limiting
factor for the system’s sensing capabilities [37], [38], which
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TABLE 2. Simulation tools feature comparison.

needs to be taken into account in simulations. When moving
from simulation-based evaluations to testbed-based evalua-
tions, a switch in frameworks and the resulting adaptations
to a new programming interface typically result in significant
implementation overhead. Only few tools offer interfaces to
SDRs, enabling the verification of algorithms implemented
within the native simulation framework directly by conduct-
ing real-world measurement campaigns in testbed setups.

B. CONTRIBUTION
Hermes introduces a novel framework approach to link-level
evaluations, enabling both the simulation and HiL verifica-
tion of multi-node ISAC applications within a single unifying
API. It contributes a unique combination of features only
sparsely supported within the landscape of existing tools,
namely
• Multidimensional sweeps over arbitrary parameters
• Online confidence estimation of KPIs
• Distributed computation of Monte Carlo simulations
• Comprehensive hardware effects modeling
• Extensible implementations of communication, sensing
and ISAC waveforms

• Native SDR support for the verification of simulation
results

Implemented in Python and C++, Hermes follows a strictly
object-oriented, modular coding style, enabling the quick
integration of novel waveforms and algorithms to be inves-
tigated within the framework. By default, Hermes provides
implementations for OFDM, FMCW, FSK and SC commu-
nication waveforms, state of the art FEC codings, precod-
ings, beamformers and standard-compliant TDL and CDL
channel models. Within simulations, hardware effects such
as antenna polarization, mutual coupling, transmit-receive
isolation, I/Q imbalance, amplifier characteristics and ADC
quantization are modeled. Interference scenarios featuring
multiple nodes, possibly of different radio access technolo-
gys (RATs) operating in identical or neighbouring spectrum
bands may be investigated. The resulting Monte-Carlo style
simulation campaigns are not limited to specific parame-
ters, such as SNR, and can instead be configured to sweep
over arbitrary parameter combinations. Built around the
Ray [25] framework, Hermes supports the distribution of

FIGURE 1. Hermes link architecture.

simulation workloads on multi-core systems as well as
high-performance computing (HPC) clusters. Hermes can be
used as either a command-line tool configured by text-based
parameter files or as a Python library within third-party
projects, providing either its full simulation pipeline or indi-
vidual modules for signal processing, PHY simulation and
hardware control. Communications and radar techniques,
such as IEEE 802.11 and LoRaWAN, can be modelled and
simulated by adjusting the simulation parameters accord-
ingly. Users may immediately verify simulation results of
algorithms implemented within the framework over the air
by configuring Hermes to transmit and receive waveforms
over hardware testbeds. For this purpose, Hermes provides
bindings to USRPs and audio interfaces, bindings to custom
setups may be easily added.

III. SIMULATOR ARCHITECTURE
Hermes aims to abstract the process of wireless commu-
nication and sensing signal processing within a strictly
object-oriented software architecture. Signal processing steps
and hardware models are represented by a composition of
dedicated classes. Software users may simulate customized
scenarios by adapting compositions and configuring exposed
parameter attributes. Within the Hermes framework, any
physical entity capable of emitting or receiving electromag-
netic waves is represented by a device. The propagation
characteristics of electromagnetic waves exchanged between
two devices are represented by radio channels. Therefore,
the model of a single communication link consists of the
tuple of two devices and their respective connecting channel,
as visualized in Figure 1. Each device with index a emits
a complex-valued waveform xa(t) ∈ CM (a)

Tx , M (a)
Tx being the
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number of active device antennas during transmission, and
receives a complex-valued waveform yb,a(t) ∈ CM (a)

Rx after
channel propagation over a link with device b,M (a)

Rx being the
number of active device antennas during reception. The signal
distortion resulting from channel propagation over a link
between two devices may be characterized by a time-variant
channel impulse responseHa,b(t, τ ) ∈ CM (b)

Rx×M
(a)
Tx , leading to

ya,b(t) =
∫
∞

0
Ha,b(t, τ )xa(t−τ ) dτ (1)

as a general time-continuous expression of the channel prop-
agation, t denoting time and τ denoting delay in seconds,
respectively. The actual design of Ha,b is defined by the
selected channel model’s specifications. By default, Hermes
assumes channels to be reciprocal, therefore Hb,a = Hᵀ

a,b,
with {·}ᵀ denoting the matrix transpose operator. It should be
noted that this reciprocity assumption may be invalid in cases
where two linked devices operate on widely differing carrier
frequencies. Hermes does not distinguish between up- down-
and side-link by defining a device as either base-station or
terminal. Instead, the channel model choice implicitly char-
acterizes the link. A full simulation scenario may consist
of an arbitrary number of devices D, with every device
being linked to all other devices and to itself by a channel
instance. Therefore, a scenario contains

∑D
d=1 d =

D(D+1)
2

links with the equal amount of channel instances, forming
a symmetric matrix of links between devices, as visualized
in Figure 2. In such an architecture, the interference among
devices occuring in complex multi-node wireless commu-
nication scenarios can be addressed without the need for
a unifying channel model over every device link. Instead,
each link is configured with a specific channel model best
fitting the scenario assumptions. For example, joint commu-
nications and sensing scenarios could contain radar channel
model instances on the scenario self-interference diagonal
and vehicle-to-vehicle side-link communication channels on
the off-diagonals to investigate automotive applications. That
being said, while each link is configured with an individ-
ual channel model instance, the instances may share mutual
information. For example, considering a ray-tracing scenario
where several devices are simulated, the channel impulse
responses between the devices would be constructed from
ray propagation paths reflected by the same objects, but illu-
minated from varying perspectives depending on the device
orientations and positions.

As a consequence of the assumed link model, the electro-
magnetic signal impinging onto each device is a superposition

ya(t) =
D∑
d=1

yd,a(t) (2)

=

D∑
d=1

∫
∞

0
Hd,a(t, τ )xd (t − τ ) dτ (3)

FIGURE 2. Hermes scenario architecture.

of all signals emerging from the device’s respective links after
channel propagation, in other words, a sum over all channel
models within the a-th row of Figure 2.

Until now, Hermes’ channel model has been described in
time-continuous domain in order to properly motivate the
implemented simulator architecture. Numeric simulations,
however, are required to sample continuous models into dis-
crete domains with a sufficient sampling rate. Hermes consid-
ers two dedicated sampling rate requirements per device, f (d)Tx,s

and f (d)Rx,s in Hz, for transmit and receive processing, respec-
tively. During simulation runtime, the signal models being
generated and passed from one processing step to another
are dynamically resampled in order to match the sampling
rate requirements of the currently executed processing step.
Therefore,

Yd =

[
yd (0), yd

(
1

f (d)Rx,s

)
, . . . , yd

(
N (d)
Rx −1

f (d)Rx,s

)]

=

[
y(1)d , y

(2)
d , . . . , y

(N (d)
Rx )

d

]
∈ CM (d)

Rx ×N
(d)
Rx (4)

is the matrix of N (d)
Rx time-discrete sample streams impinging

onto the d-th device’s antennas, subsequently feeding into the
device’s receive signal processing chains. Equivalently,

Xd =

[
xd (0), xd

(
1

f (d)Tx,s

)
, . . . , xd

(
N (d)
Tx −1

f (d)Tx,s

)]

=

[
x(1)d , x

(2)
d , . . . , x

(N (d)
Tx )

d

]
∈ CM (d)

Tx ×N
(d)
Tx (5)

is the matrix of N (d)
Tx time-discrete antenna samples emerg-

ing from device transmit processing chains and feeding into
channel links. The channel model is sampled into a time- and
delay-discrete impulse response tensor

H(n,τ )
a,b = Ha,b

(
n−1

f (b)Rx,s

,
τ−1

f (b)Rx,s

)
for n, τ = 1 . . .N (b)

Rx (6)

according to the currently receiving device’s sampling rate
requirements f (d)Rx,s. Computing the channel impulse response

H(n,τ )
a,b for massive MIMO systems simulating large delay

spreads can require significant processing and memory
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resources. That being said, most channel models consider
discrete delay taps, leading to H(n,τ )

a,b being sparse in its delay
dimension τ , which can be exploited to reduce memory
requirements in practice.

A. RESAMPLING
Each MIMO signal Xd is assumed to be emitted at the
device’s central transmit carrier frequency f (d)Tx,c, which is a
freely configurable simulation parameter. Similarly, devices
assume a central carrier frequency f (d)Rx,c during reception.
Hermes does not consider the modulated RF pass-band sam-
ples during its simulation calculations. Instead, in order to
minimize memory requirements, it internally handles MIMO
signals as the tuple of their respective complex base-band
samples, sampling rates and assumed carrier frequencies.
The downside of this approach is the inability to generally
compute the superposition of two signals directly as a sum of
both sample matrices, since they may feature different centre
frequencies and sampling rates. Instead, the signals have to be
resampled and mixed to match the superposition’s target car-
rier frequency and sampling rate. By applying the Whittaker-
Kotelnikov-Shannon sampling theorem, the resampling of
device a’s transmission to the target specifications of device
b can be expressed as a

X̃a,b = XaW
(a,b)
f W(a,b)

s W(a,b)
c (7)

=

[
x̃(1)a,b, x̃

(2)
a,b, . . . , x̃

(N (b)
Rx )

a,b

]
∈ CM (a)

Tx×N
(b)
Rx (8)

consisting of a sequence of linear operationsW. Considering
the target carrier frequency f (b)Rx,c and sampling rate f (b)Rx,s a

superimposed signal with carrier frequency f (a)Tx,c and sam-

pling rate f (a)Tx,s has to be mixed to a virtual carrier frequency

1f (a,b)c = f (a)Tx,c − f
(b)
Rx,c (9)

perceived by the target. Depending on the sampling rates
and carrier frequency distance, typically only a section of the
signal spectra overlap, requiring a resampling bandpass filter
of width

B(a,b)Rs = min
(
1
2

(
f (a)Tx,s+f

(b)
Rx,s

)
− ‖1f (a,b)c ‖, f (b)Rx,s

)
(10)

centered around the frequency

f (a,b)Rs,c =
1
2

(
f (a)Tx,c − f

(b)
Rx,c

)
(11)

in order to avoid aliasing resulting from themixing operations
within the final superpositioned discrete samples. This rela-
tionship is visualized in Figure 3. W(a,b)

f is the convolution
matrix representation of a bandpass filter impulse response
for the respective bandwidth and center frequencies. Her-
mes considers superpositioned signals with non-overlapping
bands B(a,b)Rs ≤ 0 to be completely orthogonal. Such a
case may occur when simulating interference links with two
devices transmitting at widely spaced carrier frequencies,
where the interference power perceived by the respective

FIGURE 3. Signal resampling filter.

receivers will subsequently be zero. After application of the
initial anti-aliasing filter, the transmitted samples are con-
verted to the target sampling rate f (b)Rx,s by applying a sinc
interpolation kernel

w(a,b,n,ñ)
s = sinc

(
(ñ− 1)

f (a)Tx,s

f (b)Rx,s

−n+ 1

)
(12)

to recalculate time-domain samples according to the target
sampling rate sample instances. The whole resampling pro-
cess

W(a,b)
s =


w(a,b,1,1)
s . . . w

(a,b,1,N (b)
Rx )

s
...

. . .
...

w
(a,b,N (a)

Tx ,1)
s . . . w

(a,b,N (a)
Tx ,N

(b)
Rx )

s

 (13)

can be described a linear operation. In a final processing step,
the resampled signal samples are modulated to the perceived
target carrier frequency by multiplying with a sinusoid

W(a,b)
c = Diag{1, e

2jπ 1f
(a,b)
c
f (b)Rx,s , . . . , e

2jπ(N (b)
Rx−1)

1f (a,b)c
f (b)Rx,s } (14)

of a frequency equal to the carrier frequency distance (9).
Note that, depending on the relation between the number
of output samples N (b)

Rx and number of input samples N (a)
Tx ,

the mixing operation (14) can be performed before or after
re-sampling in order to optimize computational costs. Using
the resampled signal, we can express the samples

y(n)b =
D∑
a=1

n∑
τ=1

H(n,τ )
a,b x̃(n−τ+1)a,b for n = 1 . . .N (b)

Rx (15)

impinging onto the b-th receiving device as a superposition
of base-band signal samples transmitted by all D scenario
devices after propagation over their respective linking chan-
nel models.

B. DEVICE OPERATION
While the scenario and its respective links specify how elec-
tromagnetic waves are distorted during propagation from and
to devices, the actual waveforms being transmitted depend
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on the specific device operator configurations. Operators rep-
resent Hermes’ abstraction for all digital signal processing
operations taking place before samples are converted to the
analog domain during transmission, and, inversely, all signal
processing operations taking place after signals are converted
to digital domain during reception. They may implement dif-
ferent types of digital communication modems, radar signal
processing chains or any other entity capable of generating
or receiving base-band representations of electromagnetic
waves from and to RF hardware. Transmitting device opera-
tors may submit a set ofNd base-band signal samples S(o,d)Tx ∈

CM (d)
Tx ×Nd to the device’s digital-to-analog converter (DAC) to

be transmitted. The actual signal being transmitted over the
device’s hardware chain is a superposition

S(d)Tx =

O(d)
Tx∑

o=1

S(o,d)Tx (16)

of allO(d)
Tx operator base-band signal samples registered at the

d − th device. Receive operators on the other hand are being
fed a copy of their device’s ADC buffers, so that the received
base-band samples

S(o,d)Rx = S(d)Rx for o = 1 . . .O(d)
Rx (17)

are identical over all O(d)
Rx receive operators of a single

device. The information extracted from the base-band sam-
ples depends on its specific receive operator’s implementa-
tion and parameterization. Hermes currently implements two
duplex operators, duplex referring to operators having both
transmit and receive functionalities, namely communication
and sensing operators. They may be configured to only exe-
cute either transmit or receive functionalities in order to min-
imize simulation workload. The respective signal processing
chains will be introduced in dedicated sections V and VI.

IV. HARDWARE MODELING
When running Hermes simulation campaigns, each virtual
device placed within the simulation scenario features a cus-
tomizable pipeline to model hardware effects during wave-
form transmission and reception. The implemented device
model is visualized in Figure 4. Naturally, all models are
optional and often provide multiple implementations from
which users may chose themost appropriate one for their sim-
ulation assumptions. During signal transmission simulation,
the samples submitted by transmit operators are sequentially
processed by a DAC model introducing quantization noise,
an I/Q imbalancemodel, PAmodeling, mutual coupling (MC)
and an transmit antenna array topology model (ANT). During
reception most of the processing steps will be applied in
reverse order, with the received samples after channel propa-
gation being initially processed by the receive antenna array
topology model, followed the MC model. Now, signal power
leaking from the transmit to receive chains, simulated by the
isolation model (ISO) is added. The combined leakage and
received signal samples are processed by an LNA model and

IQ imbalance, after which quantization noise introduced by
the ADC is introduced. Finally, additive hardware noise is
added. In the following subsections, each hardware model is
described in more detail.

A. ANALOG-DIGITAL CONVERSION
Currently the ADC model considers only the quantization
step. A uniform quantizer with either mid-riser or mid-tread
behaviour is implemented, configurable to an arbitrary bit
resolution. The quantizer range can be fixed or automatically
adjusted based on the input signal power or amplitude. The
model will only introduce quantization noise, though, as its
output is still in floating point format and fixed-point opera-
tions are not yet supported.

B. I/Q IMBALANCE
During modulation and demodulation of complex-valued sig-
nals, the signal’s real and imaginary parts are multiplied
with a sinusoid and a π

2 phase-shifted copy of the sinusoid,
respectively. Variations in the phase shift lead to an effect
known as IQ Imbalance (I/Q). Hermes’ radio-frequency chain
model offers the option to configure a phase offset εθ and an
amplitude offset εA so that the imbalance is described by

S(d)Tx,IQ = ηαS
(d)
Tx,DAC + ηβS

(d)∗
Tx,DAC (18)

during signal transmission and

S(d)Rx,IQ = ηαS
(d)
Rx,LNA + ηβS

(d)∗
Rx,LNA (19)

during signal reception with imbalance coefficients

ηα = cos
εθ

2
+ jεA sin

εθ

2
(20)

ηβ = εA cos
εθ

2
− j sin

εθ

2
(21)

statically distorting the signal’s amplitude and phase as sug-
gested in [39].

C. AMPLIFICATION
During signal transmission, the PA section amplifies the
signal for transmission over the air. Inversely, during signal
reception, LNAs amplify signals received by antennas after
propagation over the air for further processing.While an ideal
amplifier is usually assumed to amplify the signal according
to a fixed gain, which can be modeled by a scalar factor,
hardware amplifiers typically display a non-linear saturation
characteristic, which is only approximately linear around an
expected working point. Driving the amplification into satu-
ration leads to a non-linear signal distortion, whichmay result
in out-of-band emissions and impacts data recovery during
reception. Hermes currently implements several memoryless
amplifier models

S(d)Tx,PA = FAmp{S
(d)
Tx,IQ} (22)

S(d)Rx,LNA = FAmp{S
(d)
Rx,MC + S(d)ISO} (23)

as functions of the amplifier input, namely ideal distor-
tionless amplification, a nonlinear clipping model, Saleh’s
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FIGURE 4. Hermes device model.

FIGURE 5. Amplifier model characteristics.

model [40], Rapp’s model [41] and an option to model cus-
tom amplifier AM-AM and AM-PM responses derived from
a measurement data set. The LNA’s input is a superposi-
tion of the received signal after mutual coupling simulation
and the crosstalk device self-interference due to imperfect
self-isolation S(d)ISO as defined in (35). Figure 5 displays a
comparison of the implemented power amplifiers’ amplitude
characteristics around an assumed saturation point of 1, with
Rapp’s model being parameterized with a smoothness factor
pRapp = 2 and Saleh’s model being parameterized by ampli-
tude factors αa = 1.9638, βa = 0.9945 and phase factors
α8 = 2.5293, β8 = 2.8168, respectively.

D. ANTENNA MODELING
An individual antenna within Hermes is characterized by its
polarization pattern, frequency response characteristics and

impedance at vertical and horizontal polarization components

F(φ, θ)(d,n) =
[
F (d,n)
V (φ, θ), F (d,n)

H (φ, θ)
]T
∈ R2, (24)

which specify the polarization of an emitted wave towards
horizontal coordinates azimuth φ and elevation θ , respec-
tively. Note that the normalized antenna gain characteristics
towards a certain angle of departure during transmission,
or angle of arrival during reception,

G(φ, θ) = ‖F(φ, θ)‖2 =
√
FV(φ, θ)2 + FH(φ, θ)2 (25)

depend on the sum of squared polarization components.
Therefore, the polarization model implicitly describes the
antenna gain characteristics. Currently, Hermes provides
implementations for omnidirectional and patch antennas with
circular polarization, as well as half-wavelength dipole anten-
nas with horizontal polarization. Spatial channel models
considering a ray-like electromagnetic wave propagation
between antennas, such as [42] and [43], may apply the
antenna polarization information to generate more realistic
channels: For a single path between two antennas a and b,
the polarization loss

F(a)T8F(b) (26)

depends on the path cross-polarization 8 ∈ C2×2. For line-
of-sight paths the cross-polarization can be assumed to be
identity, 8 = I. In this case it is straightforward to see that
orthogonally polarized antennas may actually exchange zero
power, given unfavorable antenna orientations. A device is
considered to feature an array of Md individual antenna ele-
ments, with each antenna element being located at cartesian
position

p(d,m)A ∈ R3 (27)

within the device’s local coordinate grid, oriented accord-
ing to an azimuth-offset φ(d,m)A and elevation-offset θ (d,m)A .
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Antennas within the array may be considered to be simplex
antennas, which are only active during either transmission
or reception, or duplex antennas, which transmit and receive
waveforms simultaneously. The respective antenna matrix

G(d)
A = Diag{G(d,1),G(d,2), . . . ,G(d,M (d))

} (28)

contains the linear gain of each antenna element within the
considered array on its diagonal. Therefore, the antenna sig-
nals are amplified according to

Xd = G(d)
Tx,AS

(d)
Tx,MC (29)

S(d)Rx,A = G(d)
Rx,AYd (30)

during transmission and reception over the the configured
subarrays,G(d)

Tx,A being the gains of the transmit subarray and

S(d)Rx,A being the gains of the receive subarray, respectively.

E. MUTUAL COUPLING AND ISOLATION
Within MIMO antenna arrays, transmitting electromagnetic
waves over an individual antenna results in an excitation of
neighbouring antenna circuits within the array. Considering
every antenna within the array transmitting, the cross-talk
between the individual antennas creates a feedback-loop
referred to as mutual coupling [44]. The cross-talk’s effects
on signals can be modeled as a complex symmetric correla-
tion matrix9d ∈ CMd×Md . By default, Hermes assumes ideal
antenna arrays with no cross-correlation, so 9d = I. If non-
ideal antenna array cross-correlations are specified, signals
are being distorted according to

S(d)Tx,MC = <

{
Z(d)
Tx,A

}− 1
2
9

(d) 12
Tx S(d)Tx,PA (31)

during transmission. A detailed model of the coupling
behaviour between a transmitting and a receiving antenna
array requires the consideration of antenna impedances and
adjacent matching circuits [45], [46]. We may interpret
an antenna array as a multiport network with symmetric
impedance matrix Z(d)

A ∈ CMd×Md , the impedance matrix
diagonal elements

Diag{Z(d)
A } = [z(d,1,1)A , . . . , z(d,Md ,Md )

A ]T (32)

representing the actual antenna element impedances and the
off-diagonal elements representing the mutual impedances
between two antenna circuits. Impedances matrices Z(d)

Tx,A

and Z(d)
Rx,A represent the subarrays of elements transmitting

and receiving, respectively. Additionally, Hermes considers a
matching networkZ(d)

M ∈ CMd×Md in order tomitigatemutual
coupling effects, as suggested in [45]. The signal received
after channel propagation

S(d)Rx,MC = Z(d)
Rx9

(d) 12
Rx S(d)Rx,ANT (33)

depends on the overall multiport receiver resistance

Z(d)
Rx = 2<

{
z(d,1,1)A

}
<

{
Z(d)
M

} 1
2
(
Z(d)
M +Z

(d)
Rx,A

)−1
(34)

normalized with respect to the first antenna within the receiv-
ing device’s antenna array. The implemented mutual cou-
pling model is visualized in Figure 6. An identical hardware
model as deployed for mutual coupling considering the trans-
mit and receive antenna arrays for two spatially separated
devices is assumed to model the isolation between the trans-
mit and receive chains within a single device. Defining the
transmit-receive antenna array subarray correlation matrix
9

(d)
ISO ∈ CM (d)

Rx ×M
(d)
Tx modeling the coupling between the trans-

mit and receive chains of a single device, Hermes implements

S(d)ISO = Z(d)
Rx9ISO<

{
Z(d)
A

}− 1
2 S(d)Tx,PA (35)

as the isolation model considering both antenna impedances
and cross-correlations, describing the leakage of signal power
from transmit to receive chains within devices.

F. NOISE
Hardware noise is one of the primary factors limiting the
performance of wireless systems in both communication [47]
and sensing applications. While any processing step intro-
duces noise to some extent, Hermes assumes receiving
front-ends to be the primary source of noise power added to
any incoming signal. In Hermes’ hardware model, additive
noise Nd ∈ CMd×N

(d)
Rx is introduced at the last stage of device

receive modeling according to

S(d)Rx = S(d)Rx,ADC + Nd . (36)

For circular invariant additive white Gaussian noise, the noise
samples Nd ∼ CN (0, σ (d)

N I) are independently distributed
with variance σ (d)

N , drawn from the complex normal distribu-
tion.

V. COMMUNICATION OPERATION
For the operation of communication devices, Hermes offers
the modem module. It implements a highly customizable
signal-processing chain for information transmission in form
of bits, as well as evaluation tools for the estimation of BERs,
BLERs, FERs and DRXs. A flowchart of the processing steps
is visualized in Figure 7. Users may configure the source
of bits to be transmitted over the operated device as either
randomly generated or deterministic, the latter being any
file system stream such as images, text or audio files. Bits
are being generated on a frame-by-frame basis and encoded
with a block-based FEC scheme. Afterwards, the encoded bit
stream is split into substreams of equal length. The number
of generated substreams depends on theMIMO configuration
consisting of a symbol and stream coding stage, and, implic-
itly, on the number of device antennas the configured modem
operates on. For instance, consider a device featuring an array
of multiple transmit and receive antennas. TheMIMO coding
scheme could either be a delay-and-sum beamformer, which
would require a single input stream of base-band samples, or a
spatial multiplexing scheme, which would require multiple
independent streams to be transmitted over the air simultane-
ously, encoded into the streams fed into the transmit antennas.
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FIGURE 6. Antenna array link impedance model.

FIGURE 7. Communication signal processing.

The substreams of bits are independently mapped and mod-
ulated to base-band sample streams of data frames according
to the configured waveform. In between the mapping and
modulation stage, codings operating on the symbol level may
be configured. After modulation, the resulting frames are
encoded by the configured MIMO stream coding configura-
tion and transferred to the operated device for transmission
over the air as S(o,d)Tx .

Data reception requires processing steps for synchroniza-
tion, channel estimation and channel equalization in addition
to the inversion of encoding steps executed during transmis-
sion. After device reception, the modem initially divides the
receive baseband samples S(o,d)Rx into frame sections of equal
length through a configured synchronization routine. After
synchronization, each resulting frame section is processed
in serial independently. Initially, the MIMO stream coding
configuration is decoded. Afterwards, the signal is demodu-
lated to communication symbols. A channel estimation rou-
tine is deployed, estimating the channel impulse response
Ĥ representing the channel state of the received frame dur-
ing propagation. The estimated impulse response may be
accessed by MIMO coding algorithms as well as waveform
equalization routines. Channel estimation is followed by a
symbol MIMO decoding routine and an equalization stage.
Similarly to the transmission signal processing, decoding
may result in several, ideally orthogonal, signal substreams
which are unmapped in parallel and concatenated, resulting
in a bitstream to be decoded by the configured FEC routines.

A. FORWARD ERROR CORRECTION
The FEC configuration is realized as a successive chain
of independent coding steps, which enables the easy

FIGURE 8. Forward error correction chain.

combination of error correcting and error detecting codes to
evaluate custom configurations, as well as complementary
operations such as bit scrambling and interleaving. Each
encoding step e is assumed to achieve a rate Re =

Ke
Le

with an
input data block size of Ke bit and an output code block size
after encoding of Le bit. The resulting error correction code
chain is characterized by its overall input block size K and
its output block size L. The chain is visualized in Figure 8.
During the generation of each communication frame, the
modem computes the number of bits L̃ required to modulate
a single frame and generates them by querying

B = b
KL̃
L
c (37)

blocks of data bits at the configured bit source, b·c denoting
the floor operator to the next integer. The resulting vectors

k = [kT
1 , . . . ,k

T
B]

T, k̂ = [k̂T
1 , . . . , k̂

T
B]

T
∈ {0, 1}BK (38)

represent the transmitted and estimated streams of a single
data frame consisting of B data blocks kb of lengthK , respec-
tively. The blocks are encoded independently over the FEC
chain, with the resulting code blocks being concatenated to a
communication frame payload l ∈ {0, 1}L . In case of block
size mismatches between adjacent coding steps, the chain
may be configured to run coding steps in parallel in order
to increase block sizes, padding overheads resulting from
non-integer block size relations with random bits. Decoding
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TABLE 3. Hermes communication waveforms.

of a received payload l̂ ∈ {0, 1}L is conducted in the reverse
order with respect to encoding, resulting in a data estima-
tion k̂. During the decoding, random bits added to padded
blocks will be removed. Mismatches between estimated and
transmitted bits define the communication performance indi-
cators computed by Hermes, which may be expressed as

BER = E{‖k− k̂‖22} (39)

BLER = E{‖kb − k̂b‖22 > 0} (40)

FER = E{‖k− k̂‖22 > 0} (41)

DRX = E{‖k− k̂‖22 > 0}
bit
TF

(42)

for BER, BLER FER, and DRX, respectively, TF being the
time interval of frame transmission in seconds. Naturally, for
configurations not considering any FEC k = l and k̂ = l̂ is
assumed, so that the error correction stage is bypassed within
the communication signal processing chain.

B. WAVEFORMS
Communication waveforms are Hermes’ abstraction to gen-
erate and process base-band complex-valued communication
signal sample frames. Each modem is required to specify its
waveform, with the waveform providing routines for map-
ping and unmapping of bits to data symbols and the following
modulation and demodulation algorithms. Additionally, each
waveform implementation provides its own choice of equal-
ization, channel estimation and synchronization routines to
be configured by the user. As summarised in Table 3, Her-
mes currently provides implementations for OFDM, chirp
FSK and SC wavefoms, with reference-symbol based Least-
Squares (LS) channel estimation and Zero-Forcing (ZF) and
minimum mean square error (MMSE) equalization routines.

For SC modulations, raised cosine, root raised cosine,
rectangular and FMCW filters are available. Time-domain
synchronization of communication frames is implemented by
a correlation-based detection [48] (Corr) of a customizable
frame preamble. OFDMwaveforms may additionally config-
ure Schmidl-Cox (Sch-Co) [49] pilot sections.

C. MIMO- AND PRE-CODING
Hermes offers the option to configure MIMO codings and
precodings in two dedicated stages of its communication
signal processing chain: On the symbol level in between the
mapping of bits to data symbols and their modulation to
base-band signal representations and on the antenna stream
level after modulation and before transmission over the RF
chain. To highlight this distinction, consider the transmitter
side of two 2×1 MIMO communication configurations, one

TABLE 4. Symbol codings.

applying Alamouti STBC, the other ZF precoding. Both con-
figurations generate two streams to be transmitted over their
respective antenna pairs. But while Alamouti precoding gen-
erates two sets of modulation symbols to be transmitted inde-
pendently over each antenna, ZF precoding can be applied
to the already modulated signal stream, even for incoherent
modulation schemes such as FSK. Therefore, the optimal
implementation location for MIMO algorithms differs within
the signal processing chain. Considering the general case
of communication modems operating on a MIMO device d
featuring multiple transmit and receive antennas M (d)

Tx and
M (d)

Rx , the MIMO codings specify how individual base-band
signal streams S(o,d)Tx feeding into each antenna element dur-
ing transmission are being generated, and, inversely, how the
base-band signal streams S(o,d)Rx emerging from antenna RF
chains during reception are being processed. Therefore, Her-
mes requires each modem operating a device featuring more
than one antenna to specify a MIMO scheme configuring
how the individual antenna streams are generated. Depending
on the configured MIMO scheme, multiple parallel streams
of symbols might be generated during signal transmission,
so that the waveform modulation will be conducted on multi-
ple symbol streams in parallel, resulting in an equal amount of
base-band signal streams, each representing a communication
frame in time domain, encoding individual data symbols.
During reception, symbol streams of demodulated base-band
signals after equalization are fed to the decoding block, and
are processed and combined towards a singular stream. The
resulting stream is the input of the waveform’s unmapping
routine. Table 4 displays an overview of the codings operating
on the symbol level currently implemented in Hermes, com-
paring the number of required and generated symbol streams
during transmission and reception, respectively.

Stream coding is implemented identically to symbol cod-
ing, but operates on MIMO streams representing base-band
signal samples instead of modulation symbols. During trans-
mission, the base-band signal sample streams resulting from
the waveform’s modulation routine are processed by the
configured stream coding’s encoding routines, which again
may result in an increase or a reduction of the number of
streams. The resulting streams represent the communication
modem’s output to the device. During reception, synchro-
nized base-band sample streams are the input of the stream
decoding stage. The resulting decoded streams are fed to the
waveform’s demodulator and independently demodulated in
parallel. Table 4 displays an overview of coding schemes
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TABLE 5. Stream codings.

operating on the stream level currently implemented in Her-
mes, comparing the number of required and generated signal
streams during transmission and reception, respectively.

D. SYNCHRONIZATION
Synchronization in Hermes refers to the process of detecting
preamble sections of communication frames in time domain.
It is the first processing step during signal reception. In terms
of the channel model introduced in section III, synchroniza-
tion can be interpreted as an optimization problem

maximize
τ

‖Ha,b(t, τ )‖F for Tmin ≤ t ≤ Tmax (43)

estimating the primary delay component τ of the channel
model Ha,b(t, τ ) within specific interval between Tmin and
Tmax. The estimated delay is equivalent to a perceived tim-
ing offset between the transmitter’s and receiver’s respective
clocks. Most statistical channel models for link-level simu-
lations ignore the minimum free-space propagation delays
of waveforms traveling from one device to another and
instead model only the delay spread of multipath compo-
nents. As a result, the first signal sample after channel prop-
agation contains the first sample of the propagated signal’s
line of sight component, or, in non line of sight cases, the
first sample of the shortest path propagation. Therefore,
link-level simulations tend to ignore synchronization and
only focus on processing the multipath components. When
considering spatial channel models with realistic propaga-
tion delays or, more importantly, transmitting waveforms
over real hardware, estimating the introduced propagation
delays becomes vital for error-free information transmis-
sion. The Hermes API supports the integration of custom
synchronization algorithms for communication waveforms.
Currently, the library provides a correlation-based synchro-
nization approach [48] applicable to any waveform featuring
a dedicated pilot section, as well as the Schmidl-Cox algo-
rithm [49] for OFDM.

E. CHANNEL ESTIMATION
Channel estimation is the process of estimating the channel
state Ĥ during signal reception by observing the channel’s
effect on known reference symbols distributed over the com-
munication frame. Within the Hermes communication pro-
cessing pipeline, channel estimation is directly following the
demodulation stage. Several other processing steps rely on
the channel estimation, namely symbol and stream coding
during both transmission and reception, as well as the final
equalization step before unmapping. Hermes implements LS

channel estimation for SC and OFDM waveforms. During
simulation runtime the ideal channel state information used
to propagate the transmitted and received signals is available,
so that users may configure an ideal channel state estimator
leading to Ĥ = H. When using Hermes in hardware loop
mode operating SDRs or when configuring non-ideal chan-
nel state estimators during simulations, transmit processing
blocks only have access to the channel state estimated from
the most recent reception.

VI. SENSING OPERATION
For the operation of devices as sensors, Hermes provides
the radar operator class. It implements a customizable signal
processing chain for sensing operations based on electro-
magnetic waves. During transmission, a sensing waveform
is being generated and, in case of a device featuring mul-
tiple transmit antennas, precoded according to a configured
transmit beamforming algorithm. During reception, in case
of a device featuring multiple receive antennas, the signal is
steered towards a predefined set of angles of interest by a
configured receive beamforming algorithm. For each steered
signal line, resulting from the beamformer focusing towards
specific angles of arrival, an estimation of the power distri-
bution with respect to target range and velocity is performed.
The results are combined to a four-dimensional radar image
cube, where the first two dimensions denote discrete azimuth
and zenith angles of arrival in a spherical coordinate system,
and the last two dimensions denote discrete ranges and veloci-
ties, respectively. The radar cube typically displays a constant
noise floor over all discrete estimation bins, with clusters
of high-power bins indicating target candidates, which may
be both real targets or ghosts resulting from higher order
multipath propagations or beamforming aliasing. Therefore,
a detection routine is applied to the image cube in order to
extract an, ideally sparse, point cloud representing the carte-
sian positions of target detections with respect to the device’s
location and the detection’s estimated velocity. The full pro-
cessing chain is visualized in Figure 9. Compared to commu-
nication operators, the processing chain for sensing operators
is rather simplistic, since it lacks the sophisticated steps for
symbol coding and error correction. On a more formal level,
the resulting point cloud can be considered the output of
sensing operators, as opposed to transmitted and received bits
of communication operators. From the point cloud, Hermes
can be configured to estimate the ROC [55] as a general
sensing performance indicator. Hermes currently provides
implementations of FMCW waveforms as well as an ISAC
module extending modems by sensing capabilities by esti-
mating delays between transmitted and received communica-
tion waveforms in duplex devices.

VII. SIMULATION
This section contains a selection of simulation results gener-
ated by Hermes, highlighting the core functionalities of the
simulator.
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FIGURE 9. Radar signal processing.

FIGURE 10. Validation SC and OFDM over AWGN channel.

In order to validate Hermes’ implementations of SC,
OFDM and FSK waveforms as well as AWGN and Rayleigh
channels as a special case of TDL channels, Monte Carlo
simulations iterating over an SNR range between −10 dB
and 20 dB collecting the mean BER over up to 106 modu-
lation symbols are performed. For each modulation scheme,
modulation orders featuring two, four, 16 and 64 unique
communication symbols are considered. The SC waveform
is unfiltered, each frame consisting of 100 data symbols
transmitted at a rate of 100 MHz, without any additional pilot
or reference symbols. The OFDM waveform consists of a
single data section featuring 1200 subcarriers, considering
neither cyclic prefixes nor reference symbols. The simulated
FSK waveform consists of a frame of 100 data chirps, each
chirp sweeping over a bandwidth of 200 MHz in a duration
of 4 us. The results are compared to theoretic derivations of
the expected BERs. Figure 10 displays the results for SC
and OFDM communication links over an AWGN channel,
Figure 11 displays the performance of the identical wave-
forms over a Rayleigh channel, and Figure 12 displays the
performance of an FSK waveform over an AWGN channel,
respectively.

Applying FEC algorithms encoding the transmitted data
bits beforemodulation and decoding them after demodulation
can increase the error robustness in noisier domains at the cost
of maximal information throughput. Considering the identi-
cal 64−QAMmodulated OFDMwaveform as in the previous
example, we configure a Turbo coding with a data block size

FIGURE 11. Validation SC and OFDM over Rayleigh channel.

FIGURE 12. Validation FSK over AWGN channel.

ofKe = 40Bit and code block size of Le = 132Bit, achieving
a rate of Re ≈ 0.303. Figure 13 displays the result of a
simulation estimating the BER, BLER, FER and DRX over
an AWGN channel with an SNR between−10 dB and 10 dB.
We can conclude that the Turbo coding is able to provide a
stable data throughput for SNRs greater than 3 dB, at which
point the FER is rapidly approaching zero and the DRX is
approaching its maximum.

Depending on the scenario configuration, executing Her-
mes simulation campaignsmay require significant processing
power and memory resources. Especially on consumer-grade
machines such as notebooks and desktops, high runtimes
are the result. In order to minimize these expected runtimes,
Hermes implements stopping criteria for Monte Carlo sim-
ulations as suggested in [56], enabling users to specify a
confidence (Conf) and tolerance (Tol) requirement for each
estimated performance indicator. Once the stopping criteria
suggest the error of all estimated performance indicators to
be smaller than Tol with a probability greater or equal to
Conf, the simulation moves to the next parameter combina-
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FIGURE 13. Turbo forward error correction.

FIGURE 14. Simulator stopping criteria.

tion within the configured parameter sweep to be evaluated.
Figure 14 displays the evaluation results of an OFDM com-
munication link transmitting a single section of 1200 64-QAM
modulated data subcarriers over a 3GPP TDL-A channel with
perfect channel state information at the receiver and subse-
quent zero-forcing equalization. The results of a BER evalu-
ation with relaxed (blue) and strict (green) stopping criteria is
compared. While the evaluation with strict criteria generates
a much smoother result curve than its relaxed counterpart,
it should be noted that computing the relaxed curve required
approximately 23 seconds of simulation runtime, while the
strict curve required 1200 seconds. Therefore, if only a rough
performance trend estimate is required, relaxing the stopping
criteria can save significant computation time.

Although most of the displayed simulation results iterate
over the SNR and estimate the resulting BER, it should be
noted that Hermes can be configured to sweep over virtually
any combination of simulation parameters. To highlight this
functionality, a simulation attempting to numerically estimate
the ideal pilot symbol rate with respect to the channel doppler

FIGURE 15. Multidimensional parameter sweep.

frequency shift is performed. A Root-Raised-Cosine filtered
SCwaveform transmits frames consisting of 105 symbols at a
rate of 100MHz over a 3GPP TDL-A channel model, with the
simulation estimating the BER over a parameter grid spanned
by pilot rate candidates and channel model doppler frequency
candidates ranging from zero to 1 MHz. The receiver is
assumed to be perfect and noiseless and estimates the channel
by a LS routine followed by a ZF equalization. The results
are displayed in Figure 15 and clearly highlight the trade-off
between pilot symbol rate and channel equalization success
for increasing channel doppler frequencies.

Figure 16 displays the performance impact of hardware
imperfections on a single-carrier communication link by
estimating the BER over an SNR between −10 dB and
20 dB. The simulation considers 64-QAM modulated Root-
Raised-Cosine pulses, within frames consisting of 16 pilot
symbols and 100 data symbols, mixed to 3.7 GHz carrier
frequency and transmitted over a TDL channel model, which
is equalized by a ZF equalization routine based on LS channel
estimation. An ADC with 8 bit quantization, I/Q imbalance
with phase offset εθ = 1◦ and amplitude imbalance εA =
0.05, power amplification following Rapp’s model [41] with
pRapp = 1 and all imperfections combined are compared
to the ideal performance without any imperfections. As a
result we can conclude that simulations considering ideal
RF chains might significantly overestimate the performance
of communication systems, especially in high SNR regions
where relative impact of hardware effects increases.

Figure 17 displays a range estimate comparison between
an FMCW radar sweeping over a bandwidth of 1 GHz, esti-
mating the target range via stretch-processing, and an ISAC
radar estimating the target range by correlating a backscat-
tered OFDM Schmidl-Cox pilot symbol over 1000 subcar-
riers spaced 1 MHz apart. Both signals are transmitted at
70 GHz carrier frequency, have a bandwidth of 1 GHz and a
duration of 2 us. A noiseless radar channel models a single
target located at 25 m distance with a radar cross section
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FIGURE 16. Hardware effects modeling.

FIGURE 17. FMCW and ISAC OFDM range estimation comparison.

(RCS) of 1 m2. Note that the OFDM radar is similar to the
approach presented in [37]. Comparing both range estimates
visually, both approaches seem to perform rather similarly.
A more formal comparison of radar performance is the ROC,
comparing the probability of false alarm when no target is
present within the the channel to the probability of detection
when a is target present. The evaluation and comparison
of ROCs between FMCW and OFDM for transmit signal
power to noise power ratios of −20 dB, −10 dB and 0 dB
is displayed in Figure 18. Again, both approaches perform
rather similarly, with OFDM slightly outperforming FMCW
in lower SNR regions.

Figure 19 displays the result of an interference investiga-
tion. The simulation considers an industrial communication
scenario featuring two devices with with perfect channel state
information communicating via OFDM modems over a line-
of-sight link in a factory building, being located 50 m apart
from one another, modeled by the indoor factory parameter-
ization of the 3GPP CDL channel model [42] assuming a

FIGURE 18. FMCW and ISAC OFDM ROC.

FIGURE 19. Interference system analysis.

volume of 48000 m3 and a surface of 80000 m2. The devices’
communication is disturbed by an FMCW radar transmit-
ting within the same frequency band. The BER between a
SISO link equalized by zero forcing (SISO ZF) and a 2×1
MIMO link with Alamouti precoding is compared. As a
reference, a SISO scenario lacking the interfering FMCW
signal (SISO NO) is considered as well. The results show
that the MIMO system continuously outperforms the SISO
system. Additionally, when comparing the results with and
without interference, the expected effect of the interference
limiting the system performance, especially in low-noise
regions, becomes evident.

VIII. HARDWARE VERIFICATION
The implemented software architecture, more precisely the
division between operators generating complex base-band
signal samples and devices simulating hardware effects and
exchanging signal models over channel links, enables the
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FIGURE 20. Hardware loop architecture.

instantaneous switch from using Hermes as a simulator to
verifying algorithms implemented within the Hermes API
using real hardware. Instead of simulated devices, operators
can be assigned to devices representing bindings to interfaces
such as SDRs. The operator configuration remains identical,
with the exception of access to perfect channel state informa-
tion being, naturally, impossible. Therefore, in case of com-
munication operation, configuring synchronization, channel
estimation and equalization routines is usually mandatory
for hardware verification setups. During transmission, the
operator samples are generated and uploaded to the respective
device drivers via their binding implementations. Channel
propagation modeling is replaced by a trigger operation,
triggering synchronous transmission and reception over all
devices. The received samples are subsequently downloaded
over the device bindings and submitted to the configured
receive operators for further processing. The architecture is
visualized in Figure 20.

Hermes currently officially provides bindings to USRPs
via the USRP hardware driver [57] as well as bindings
to sound cards, enabling communication experiments using
audio signals with affordable consumer-grade hardware.
It should be noted that the hardware verification mode of Her-
mes is not yet optimized for conducting real-time communi-
cation experiments. Depending on the configured waveforms
and processing steps, generating base-band waveforms may
require significant processing power, introducing delays up
to the magnitude of several seconds. Additionally, the up-
and subsequent downloading of base-band samples to and
from deviceswhen evaluatingwaveforms of large bandwidths
might further decrease the overall processing speed.

In order to demonstrate the proposed workflow,
we consider a scenario of four single-antenna devices com-
municating over two simplex links, with a link being estab-
lished between each device pair, respectively. The configured
waveforms are identical 16-QAM modulated single-carrier
root-raised cosine pulses, transmitted at a bandwidth of
B = 61.44 MHz, forming communication frames featuring
16 preamble symbols and 100 data symbols, respectively.
The processing chain during signal reception consists of a
correlation-based clock synchronization followed by a LS

FIGURE 21. Multi-node evaluation workflow code example.

channel estimation over the the preamble and a final ZF data
symbol equalization. The first link operates at a static carrier
frequency of fc,a = 3.7 GHz, while the evaluation sweeps
over the second link’s carrier frequency

fc,b = fc,a +
(N − n)B

N
with n = 0 . . .N

in order to investigate the interference between the two links
with respect to their frequency distance.

Figure 21 shows the described scenario implemented as
a Python script calling Hermes’ API. For the sake of read-
ability, initial import statements have been omitted. Cyan
boxes indicate the only code modifications required to switch
the evaluation process from simulation to hardware loop and
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FIGURE 22. Multi-node interference evaluation.

vice-versa: While the simulation pipeline considers virtual
devices, the hardware loop pipeline initializes bindings to
physical USRP devices within the local network instead, run-
ning the server proposed in [57], which require the network
address as additional initialization information. Figure 22
displays the average BER over both links with respect to
the carrier frequency distance for simulation and hardware
loop, respectively. As expected, the error rates significantly
decrease with greater frequency distance, approaching zero
for a distance greater than the waveform bandwidth. When
approaching signal bandwidth carrier frequency distance,
the hardware loop performs worse than the initial simula-
tion would suggest, since the simulation considers no noise,
assumes ideal antenna frequency characteristics and an ideal
channel without time of flight and trigger delays.

IX. CONCLUSION
Physical layer simulations are a core tool for the investigation
of novel algorithms in both wireless communications and
radar sensing. With the likely adoption of joint communica-
tion and sensing in 6G, simulators are required to provide
features supporting the evaluation of both services within a
unifying software framework. The interference between dif-
ferent services, as well as the role of hardware effects limiting
the achievable performance in real-world applications, is cur-
rently not being sufficiently addressed by established simu-
lation tools. HermesPy is introduced as a novel open-source
software suite, combining both simulation and hardware loop
verification abilities and enabling the generation of repro-
ducible results for algorithms implemented within the frame-
work. It provides an easily extensible architecture for the
investigation of communication and radar waveforms as well
as algorithms within the waveforms’ respective signal pro-
cessing pipelines. Custom algorithms implementedwithin the
API can immediately be verified within hardware testbeds.
Future software releases are scheduled to introduce phase
noise modeling to the simulation device model, expand the

radar operator feature set and optimize the hardware verifica-
tion performance.
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